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Baker Street  
Irregulars 

The throne is vacant. Show your arithmetic 
prowess in this opening round of tough 
Kakuro puzzles. 

“There is nothing more deceptive than an 
obvious fact. Careful here, Watson, not all 
puzzles are elementary.” 

Explore the uncharted space and unravel 
the intricacies of these interlinked nebulous 
areas. See you back on earth, cadet. 

]hC��y�ɷɺ�CIt�B��Y 

BIC��y�ɷɻ�CIt�B��Y 

This round features Snake puzzles and 
some of its variants. Can you wrangle your 
way out of the pit before being bitten? 

dh�]��y�ɷɼ�CIt�B��Y 

This is your captain speaking, we are  
approaching an armada of Battleships. 
Man your stations and brace for impact. 
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ONE 

TWO 

THREE 

Puzzle 1: A Study in Scarlet (Word Nurikabe) 
Shade some empty cells black so that the grid is divided into white islands, each containing  
exactly one letter. Islands may not be adjacent to each other; they can only touch diagonally. All 
black cells must be connected to each other and no 2x2 groups of cells can be entirely shaded. 
Then fill in letters in the islands so that they spell out all the listed words, by reading across  
horizontally and vertically adjacent cells. Words must use all cells of the island exactly once. 

* There are different rules for Word Nurikabe among other sources. Some allow multiple given  
letters in an island, and some requires the islands to be ‘snake-like’ (not touching itself). This puzzle 
uses one given letter per island and no restriction on snake-like words. 

Answer key: Enter the content of the marked row or column. Enter only the letters and ignore the 
shaded cells. The example’s answer keys would be: HO, TE 
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Puzzle 3: The Speckled Band (Column Dance) 
Remove some columns so that there is exactly one symbol in each row. 

Answer key: Enter the letters of the remaining columns from left to right. content of the marked 
rows and column. The example’s answer keys would be: BDF 

Puzzle 2: The Noble Bachelor 
Find the image with no identical pair. Rotations are considered the same shape, whereas  
reflections are not considered the same shape. 

Answer key: Enter the coordinate of the odd image out.  
The example’s answer keys would be: B2 

Puzzle 4: The Sign of Four (Four Winds) 
Draw arrows in the empty cells in the grid. Arrows begin at a cell with a number and can only 
branch out vertically or horizontally. Each empty cell must be covered by one arrow. Numbers 
indicate the total length of all the arrows that begin from that cell. 

Answer key: Enter the number whose arrow covers the dot, reading the dots from left to right 
(ignoring rows). The example’s answer keys would be: 62224 



Puzzle 6-7: The Empty House (Statue Park) 
Place the given shapes into the grid, pieces can be rotated and reflected. Shapes cannot be 
orthogonally adjacent to each other. In the end, all unoccupied cells must be connected. 
Black circles in the grid represent spaces that must be contained in one of the shapes, and 
white circles represent spaces that may not be contained in a shape.  

Answer key: For each marked rows, enter the letters of the shapes that appear in that row from 
left to right. The example’s answer keys would be: OL,T 

Puzzle 5: The Five Orange Pips 
Enter the given shapes into each 3x3 box. Rotations and reflections are allowed. The relationship 
signs between the boxes describe the number of cells occupied by the shapes for that particular 
row or column. 

Answer key: For each marked rows, enter the columns which contain the shapes. 
The example’s answer keys would be: 12456,136 
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Puzzle 8: The Dancing Men 
Find the listed words in the grid. Words can be read in any one of eight straight directions. 
Treat each name as separate words. 

Answer key: Enter the coordinates of all first letters, from top to bottom and left to right.  
The example’s answer keys would be: A1,B2,C4,E2,F3,G1 
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Puzzle 9-10: The Second Stain (Cross Maths) 
Enter digits from 1-9 into the blank cells so that all numbers are used once. All equations are read 
from left to right or top to bottom (ignore order of operations) and must be correct.  

Answer key: Enter the content of the empty cells. Start with the top row, going left to right, followed 
by the middle row then the bottom row.  
The example’s answer keys would be: 537428691 



Puzzle 11: The Red-Headed League (Scrabble) 
Place the listed words into the grid so they read from top-bottom or left-right. No unlisted words 
may be formed, and all the words must be interconnected. All instances of particular letters are 
given. In the example, all N’s are given. 

Answer key: Enter the content of each marked row or column. Ignore any spaces. The example’s 
answer keys would be: DUNCAN, UI, NN 

Puzzle 12: A Case of Identity 
Find the two matching images, ignoring 
any rotations. Differences will be clear and 
will not be due to colour gradient or minor 
pixelations. 

Answer key: Enter the two images, starting 
with the lesser number. The example’s  
answer keys would be: 112 
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Puzzle 13-14: The Crooked Man (Yajilin) 
Blacken some white cells and then draw a single closed loop (without intersections or crossings) 
through all remaining white cells. Blackened cells cannot share an edge with each other.  
Numbered arrows in clued cells indicate the total number of blackened cells that exist in that  
direction in the grid. 

Answer key: Enter the lengths of loop segments for each marked row or column, along the marked 
direction. Enter 0 if there are no loop segments along the marked direction.  
The example’s answer keys would be: 21, 111 



Puzzle 15: The Naval Treaty (Anglers) 
Draw a line from each number (representing fishermen) to a fish, so that each fish is caught by  
exactly one angler. The lines run horizontally and vertically, and the length of each line is equal to 
the number from which it starts. The lines may not cross or overlap each other. 

Answer key: Enter the lengths of line segments for each marked row or column, along the marked 
direction. Enter 0 if there are no line segments along the marked direction.  
The example’s answer keys would be: 11,11 

Puzzle 16: The Cardboard Box (Half-Dominoes) 
Place all the nine half dominoes into the grid. Clues outside the grid indicate the number of dots 
in that row, column, or diagonal. All nine pieces are used once, and they may not be rotated or 
reflected. 

Answer key: Enter the half-dominoes used.  Start with the top row, going left to right, followed 
by the middle row then the bottom row. The example’s answer keys would be: 697428351 
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Puzzle 17: The Final Problem (Letter Weights) 
Write a number from the given range under each letter 
so that the numbers corresponding to the letters in each 
word have the given sum. Different letters must stand for 
different numbers.  

Answer key: Enter the numbers for each letter, from left 
to right. The example’s answer keys would be: 25431 
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